
From: David Bautista
To: Pollution.Notice
Cc: Blandin, Norva; Rocio Rojas
Subject: Notice of an Incident or Discovery of Pollution
Date: Tuesday, November 1, 2016 5:12:13 PM

Name of reporting party:                                                                    ECO SERVICES DBR, inc
Installation Name:                                                                              Parking Outdoor storage         
Installation Address:                                                                          3923 S STATE RD 7, DAVIE FL.33314
Installation Location:             DAVIE, BROWARD, FLORIDA
Contact person for further information:           DAVID BAUTISTA
Permit Number (if facility/installation holds a permit):          FLR000197939
Date and time of the incident or discovery:          10-26-2016, 4:30 pm
Location of the incident or discovery:                    PARKING TRUCK AREA 
Suspected source and cause of incident or discovery: Truck engine damage
Type of pollution, including substance or contaminant name(s): Leaking motor oil on the ground
Amount of pollution, including substance or contaminant name(s): 8 to 10 gallons, motor oil
Medium (e.g. land, water, air) affected by pollution:     Land.
Potentially affected areas beyond installation property boundary: N/A
Potential risk to the public health, safety, or welfare:          Ground contamination 
Identification of other parties notified of incident and time notification occurred: N/A
Any other information that may be helpful: 

November 1st, 2016

Pollution Notice

Reference: Oil Spill

 

Dear Sirs:

The following is to inform and notify you, that the Peterbilt truck was recently sent to the mechanic for an engine repair.

Last Wednesday, I noticed some oil stains on the floor, as for my surprise, I found out that the truck was leaking oil. As soon as I noticed, the truck was checked and sadly 
there was a broken hose in the turbo.

Our trucks are permanently well maintained, but this is something that   Unfortunately happened.

Our trucks do not have a designated parking space at the yard, usually we park them upon parking availability, on a first come first serve basis; that is why there was oil 
spilled in three different spots.

As soon as we found out we took care of this matter which is something that it has never happened in the past.

I am kindly sending you this report informing you what really happened, as I am kindly asking for your understanding since it is all taken care off and we are really sorry 
about this inconvenience.

Our company is very dedicated to accomplish our mission and goals as well as we are compromised to comply with every single regulation required. 

If you may need any further information, please feel free to contact us at 954- 213-4645

To respond unexpected visit from FDEP inspectors, this area was clean.
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Truly Yours,

 

David Bautista

Eco DBR

Owner


